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Intro – Trip to Brazil

The Last (Final) Battle on Planet Earth began from my

rst trip to

Brazil to meet my wife's family 22 years ago. The last chapter to
complete the manuscript began when arriving back from our third trip
to Brazil in February when the COVID-19 was released and later called
a pandemic. As the “Invisible Enemy” progressed the subtitle
Preparation became the motivation. The book takes us on a journey
through the beginning of a pandemic February through November 2020,
with two powers seeking control. Continued to the second phase, "Our
Final Battle" – subtitle Entering.

Eventually, the two manuscripts

became one book. Will it bring fear or increase our faith through these
days, months of trials? How do we build on what we are experiencing
today to our next battles on Planet Earth?
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The third phase in research is "Our Position." I had been married
for three years, and it was time to meet Angel’s family. She grew up in
a small farm town in Sapeacu, Brazil, where she grew up to thirteen.
Angelo had decided it would be wise for his daughter to live with his
brother, Manoel Livio Pedro, in Salvador - Bahir. The city had better
schools and more opportunities while living with her Aunt Esther,
Uncle, and cousins.
We visited friends,
enjoyed music, dancing, and
eating some of the many
new fruits not available in
the USA. Brazil, the land of
Paradise.

Angela

and

I

eventually traveled to the
farm to meet her father, mother, siblings, and friends. Angelo ascended
a tree to get some fresh Mangos to eat while visiting. At the age of 82,
you could say he was in great shape from his three generations of hard
work. Seeing my wife's home town and the farm where she grew up
became the highlight and main reason for the trip. Her brothers, excited
to meet me, showed me around the farm and assisted me in mounting
the horse. The horse was the most logical method of transportation on
the farm. Not being an avid rider, the

rst few minutes were

challenging, but the horse cooperated, and off we go.
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I recall my younger days around fourteen,
working on a tobacco farm in North Carolina. I
knew how dif cult and challenging living on a
farm could be, remembering getting up before
dawn. First by making sure the machinery was
ready

to

accomplish

the

workers'

task.

Beginning by picking the lowest part and
hauling the tobacco plant leaves to the barn. The workers would tie the
wet leaves on a pole while chewing their favorite tobacco. My task was
the hanger, with the tobacco tied to the pole, the weight of the leaves
would at times break the string as you were swinging the stake across
the joists. There would be three levels to reach the upper joists about
thirty feet high.
The news of our arrival spread quickly; a friend of my wife
Hosanna challenged me to a chess game. Warned, he was the best
chess player in the area. Wanting to continue his reputation challenged
me in this small farm town in Brazil. This would be the ultimate contest
against an American. Some arriving on their bikes, some running, some
on horseback, and I think even someone riding a mule to tell everyone
their master chess player was about to challenge the American.
Arriving at Hosanna's home, I noticed the chessboard located on the
kitchen table.
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As friends and neighbors entered the house, we relocated to a larger
room to accommodate all those who eventually received news of this
extradentary advent. Her family, friends, and unexpected guests were
excited to visit Angela, eagerly wanting an update of Angela’s brief
history of her new home in Charleston, S.C., and how we meet. This
match started as a friendly challenge, but knowing I was from America,
this young man, Hosanna, had an opportunity to demonstrate himself
as the greatest chess player in this small farm town in Sapeacu, Brazil,
anticipating a comfortable victory soon realized this was not going to an
easy victory. Our adversary is an ineluctable opponent. In chess, being
unaware of the tactics and strategy he is using, we become exposed to
our weaknesses. God is faithful, and he will not let you be tempted
beyond your ability (1 Corinthians 10:13). After our incipient, opening
moves, it was clear the game was going to become intense. The crowd
was talking, eating, and drinking while witnessing an exciting game
developing. My Portuguese was not easily understood as the crowd
made facetious comments. My wife would assist in a few of the
translations as we continued an exciting game of chess. He became less
interested with our visit as the game proceeded with his reputation on
the line. Our friendly chess game became a battle in keeping his
popularity and pride against his challenger, the American. He didn't
have to know my name, I was an American, and maybe his only
opportunity challenging someone outside his country.
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His status as the greatest chess player will be known throughout all of
Brazil. He was eager to defeat this American man who had traveled
thousands of miles to witness Hosanna destroy the American.
With advancing your skills in chess (The Word), your opponent
(adversary) has also been given God’s approval to test you beyond your
level of understanding.

“Success is going from failure to failure without losing enthusiasm.”
Winston Churchill famous quotes

A few signi cant sports volleyball, tennis and swimming. Brazil is
well known for its soccer players and advancing each year to the World
Soccer competitions, connecting all races, cultures, genders, and ages
around the world. The other but not as exciting were the challenges in a
chess game while others gathered together for fun, enjoying food and
music. It was not uncommon for someone to pick up a guitar, play, and
sing while others enjoyed drinking beer and dancing. Anyone with
talent playing would always be welcomed, and the party would begin.
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The next day my wife and I were
walking through a local zoo, and
when a lion roared, everything within
the

sound

paralyzed.
outside

stopped

and

became

Hundreds

of

monkeys

the

zoo

became

silent.

Animal nature would alert them he is hungry. In our faith, he is called
our adversary, a destroyer, the father of lies. Many times, as compared
to an invisible enemy with his intent creating fear within the mind. Our
future becomes confused and without hope. The hidden enemy preys
on the weakest and the sick, while many will make a Faustian bargain
with the devil to advance his cause. Those who could not outrun the
lion would soon be his victim.
As this invisible enemy, the COVID-19 virus, continues, we can
experience similar immobility. Again, we see his strategy at work; when
positioning his weapons, they will develop over time to create a
paralysis for us moving into a safe position. First, it was social
distancing, then it became the masking and eventually the lockdowns.
Finally, it was the closing of restaurants and any gatherings, including
worship services. The next move will be the limiting of travel between
families. What is the purpose of a chess game, but only in creating
immobility of the one you are about to devour?
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After the challenge, we departed as friends, and the town got to know
me as the American, married to Angela, who they grew up with on a
farm in their hometown. I hope this would be an exceptional experience
for him as it did for me. It is interesting how two individuals from
different countries could meet and decide who would be the champion
of a simple game like chess. He would share with excitement about the
American he challenged and (Claimed Victory) to his children and for
his friends in his small town.
As other invisible enemies generate fear within the mind, this virus
creates a clouded image of the future. Within seconds we stop to
realize this is not a typical enemy. This enemy has been able to lock
down nations. The lion is a powerful image and warned us he is our
adversary to weaken our faith. He is looking for an easy victim to
devour, one unable to offer a very cogent argument. The lion will
devour us on the front line or confront us with guilt and condemnation.
"You call yourself a Christian? Christians don't do what you just did.
You're a terrible person, a hypocrite, not even close to the real deal.
Today we are called reprobates, raciest, homophobic, don't care about
the poor, build walls, slave owners, white supremacists, etc. How do we
counter-attack the enemy's strategies and tactics? To accuse us of
being a heretic are merely unaware of our relationship with light. How
do we become a Master Chess Champion? How do we
ght as we continue to ght principalities of darkness?
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Comparing a chess game and the lion's roar through scripture to
world events will be a challenge. Was it worth the effort? Realizing I
had a vision or an idea, created the story so anyone–young, old, male or
female, religious or non-religious, could use the book in preparation for
the battles we face each day. While writing this book, the rst thought
was how this young man's granular abilities for not only himself, but
his wife, children, his family, and his small town. This is why it is
crucial to advance our skills to a level in ghting against our adversary,
as many may become vulnerable in his tactics. When our adversary
divides us, his pawns (Demons) will begin attacking. In chess, an
effective strategy is developing a plan to isolate a piece on the board to
create immobility with no escape. His strategy is in the absence of
defending the isolated piece as each one is devoured by the father of
lies. The knowledge of truth will be distorted and forgotten. One game
will begin and end; to the beginning of a new game. Characters will
change, circumstances will change but the game plan continues.
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Throughout history, our battles within the invisible realm; are
never-ending until the King of Kings returns to claim His queen
(Church) and his disciples - foot soldiers (Pawns) together as one army
defeats her enemy, the lion. The King's Words on the cross, "It is
nished." When an opponent realizes within a few last moves, they
have been out-witted during a game of chess, unable to escape - the
nal verdict –
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Chapter One
Ready to Devour
How do we prepare for fear of the "Invisible Enemy" and other
unseen enemies until they reveal themselves? Beginning in February
2020 and just returning from Brazil for the third time. My wife and I
knew something had changed; arriving in San Francisco, Chinese

ight

attendants were wearing masks. You can't touch it, you can see it in
people's lives, you can see the results, empty shelves, searching for
food or today toilet paper, no work, and con ned at home? When you
stay six-feet from others in public, you don't touch anything as the
virus could spread. The invisible enemy continues spreading fear in the
U.S. and the world. This lion, with a roar, paralyzed my wife and me as
we walked through the zoo. Only three or four seconds, but enough
time to create a question, do I live? I knew the lion had been in an
enclosed structure; could I outrun the lion? Probably not, although I
was faster at a younger age? Today, not a chance as we would be his
next meal. I would

ght this beast who has no fear of devouring my

wife and me. Would I have the courage of Samson or the peace of
Daniel facing the lions of this world?
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The book became "The Last Battle on Planet Earth." The subtitle
became preparing to enter into the invisible realm and researching the
idea of a chess match as the Last Battle presented an opportunity. How
to prepare and endure the struggles to the end? In chess, we have the
open-middle-end game. Paul writes to Timothy, a young pastor, I have
fought a good

ght. I have nished my course, I have kept the faith: 8

Henceforth there is laid up for me a crown of righteousness, which the
Lord, the righteous Judge, shall give me at that day: and not to me
only, but unto all them also that love his appearing.
These seven months (February to now September 2020) have
provided the resources for the last chapter. We are currently preparing
for the most signi cant battle facing this nation (November 3, 2020)
and ghting an invisible enemy known as the COVID-19. I will attempt
to put together a puzzle we don't see clearly until all the pieces
become clear. Will I be able to put all the details together?
Impossible; others have tried and failed. I hope this book will
challenge you to see within the Invisible Kingdom and obtain victory
over an enemy you can't see. While writing the last chapter, the
invisible enemy has been multiplying and expanding to many nations
worldwide. Italy has now stopped all entering and leaving. They have
an invisible wall; you can't see it, you can't go through it, you can't go
under or over the wall, the wall does not exist, but it is there.
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What will be the purpose of this book? This book is not about an
ending, but how to prepare against an enemy we don't see. One of the
best resources available in discovering the weapons our enemy uses in
the Invisible Realm warns us not to be ignorant. How do I explain the
process to those who don't believe the Bible or reference the Bible for
information about the "Invisible Enemy” we face? Throughout our
lifetime, we will engage in different battles with defeats and victories
along the journey, as a chess game. Developing this book became a
challenge as we don't see our enemy? Is there Truth in what some
consider "Spiritual Warfare"? In the entertainment business, we have
many movies indicating different types of battles against unknown
enemies.
One of the best resources I came across had been in a study
group. I was advancing our group into the Invisible Realm of our
Christian journey, from a study by Tony Evans, Victory in Spiritual
Warfare. While teaching the subject, it was apparent that not many
Christians, like myself, fail to understand the responsibility we have in
the Kingdom we represent against an enemy we don't see. As in chess,
you may not have an auspicious beginning, we will discover four
individuals' journey of failures and victories ending in success.
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Looking back at my

rst visit with my wife's family and friends,

the idea of a chess match and our walk through the zoo became the
foundation in writing a book. With thoughts to the ending continuing to
change, I gave up completing the manuscript until a few weeks ago, as
this Coronavirus outbreak, now a pandemic and expanding to major
cities worldwide. I realized the last chapter was about to become a
reality when our forty- fth President, Donald J. Trump, called the
virus an "Invisible Enemy." The target, the human race on planet earth.
Sure, I thought about many types of battles, and to see the last
chapter become a reality has been a spiritual encounter written
thousands of years ago. We will all face our nal battle on planet earth.
The two core Old Testament passages about Satan are (Ezekiel 28
and Isaiah 14). Both of those passages point to dual realities. Each
speaks of a historical gure- the King of Tyra in Ezekiel and the King of
Babylon in Isaiah- but those historical gures are windows into the real
spiritual force behind them, unable to see the invisible enemy lurking
in the dark he reveals himself to the woman and ask a question. We can
see Satan's plan very early in scripture. The
Eden is the enemy's

rst sin in the Garden of

rst opening moves in chess. "He is indefatigable

in providing for the needs of the body, temptations of the

esh that we

starve the soul." How will the game proceed? The “Living Soul” will
become the target, breathed into man by His creator - to the family - to
the nation – to the eternal Kingdom.
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